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Quick Polls

What is a topic that you 
have had a hard time 

searching for and why? 

Please reply in the chat.

https://www.mentimeter.com/s/7158abca7ac59bbec1848715a7fc1dda/16902f787b0f




“Change the Subject” trailer

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ebphd5Rg6c8


Tulsa Race Massacre Proposal to Library of Congress



Success in Context



What is metadata?



A library catalog is a metadata system



Subject terms and “controlled vocabulary” 



Natural language vs controlled vocabulary

In natural language, there 
are often many different 
ways to express a concept.  

Fiction about the mafia

Stories about mobsters

Organized crime novels

In a controlled vocabulary, 
there is just one “authorized” 
way to express a concept. 

Organized crime -- fiction

“We want to search for concepts. But we are forced to 
search for words.”



What is metadata justice?



Where have problems arisen in the 
catalogue’s controlled vocabulary?



Where have problems arisen in the catalogue’s 
controlled vocabulary?

Broad categories:

● Terms later/now considered offensive



Where have problems arisen in the catalogue’s controlled 
vocabulary?

Broad categories:

● Terms later/now considered offensive

● Offensive or ineffective categorization



Aboutness and categorization



Where have problems arisen in the catalogue’s controlled 
vocabulary?

Broad categories:

● Terms later/now considered offensive
● Offensive or ineffective categorization
● Administrative updates

Swaziland to Eswatini



Where have problems arisen in the catalogue’s controlled 
vocabulary?

Broad categories:

● Terms later/now considered offensive

● Offensive or ineffective categorization

● Administrative updates

● Assuming a “normal” user



The “normal user” might be...

● Male

● White

● Christian

● Not-disabled

● Imperial/Political hegemony



“Men” as normal



“White” as normal



“White” as normal in medical libraries



“Christian” as normal



Hegemony as normal





This is inevitable with the LCSH controlled vocabulary because...

● The catalog, by design, REFLECTS, the 

problematic elements of the contexts in which it 

is used

● The catalog is necessarily conservative (REactive 

vs PROactive)



“Authority” and the Power of Social Movements

Dr. Olivia Hooker: American Psychologist and Professor 
and one of the last known survivors of the massacre



Power In and Outside of Libraries and Archives



Thank You!

● Have Questions?
● Notice something in library systems that you think we 

should be thinking about?

Learning and Working Group on Metadata Justice

metadatajustice@ou.edu 

https://guides.ou.edu/metadatajustice 
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